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Q UARTZ I NCLUSIONS
B Y D EAN S AKABE

Quartz is the most common mineral
species on earth. It is found on just
about every continent, even our little
islands has several locations where
Quartz specimens have been found.
Consequently, because of the large
and diverse nature of quartz occurrences, there is an excellent chance
that quartz will be found with something else growing by it, which will
eventually become engulfed by the
faster growing quartz crystal. These
are in essence Quartz inclusions.

Wednesday
October 27
6:15-8:00 pm
Makiki District
Park
Administration
Building
NEXT MONTH
Wednesday
November 17

(1) Tourmaline in Quartz (Brazil)

Inclusions can be generalized as two types:
1. Minerals that formed earlier and were
captured by later forming quartz.
2. Minerals that were forming or floating
in the hydrothermal fluids that were
deposited on the growing quartz crystals.
Examples of the first type include rutile,
actinolite, hedenbergite, some hematite, and
tourmaline (1) crystals that formed early and
had rock crystal deposited on it thereby encasing the early minerals. The latter type
includes chlorite, cookeite, hematite, mica,
pyrite, galena, adularia, and many others that
were deposited as the quartz was crystallizing. In some specific instances, such as asteriated quartz, rutile (2) is thought to have
been in solid solution in the quartz, and
upon cooling, the rutile was forced out of
the quartz structure, resulting in microscopic, yet highly oriented needles. Light,
playing off these oriented needles, presents a
six-ray star typical of asterism.

MEETING

Tourmaline on/in Quartz
(Minas Gerais, Brazil)

XMAS
POTLUCK!
Friday
December 3
LAPIDARY
Every Thursday
6:30-8:30pm
Second-floor Arts
and Crafts Bldg
Makiki District
Park
MEMBERSHIP
DUE COSTS
2010

(2) Golden rutile in Quartz,
(Mato Verde, Brazil)

Single: $10.00
Family: $15.00
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B E SURE TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP
USING THE ATTACHED FORM !
The first example of a quartz inclusion is in a
Quartz itself. Phantom quartz (3) is caused
when something temporary interrupts the crystal's growth process. Then, when the conditions
change, and the crystal starts growing again,
small bubbles or small settling particles of fine
grained minerals adhere to the crystal face of the
newly growing quartz crystal. This process results in “phantoms” that look like a crystal
grown inside of another crystal.

early in the crystal growth. Conversely, an uncommon inclusion is one had by Ed Sawada of
which the composition of the inclusion is not
known.

(4) Chlorite Quartz

(3) Double-phantom quartz
(Mato Verde, Brazil)

Gold in Quartz is another “inclusion”, and the
best specimens come from the “sixteen to one”
mine in Alleghany, CA(5). Here the quartz is
snow white, with almost pure gold veining thru
out the quartz.

Enhydros are Quartz with fluid inclusions.
These inclusions could have occurred when the
edges of the quartz formed faster than the center. This forms troughs that sometimes trap water solution or other foreign matter. When these
troughs were covered by more crystal growth,
the captured water would "gas out" or cool and
contract and a bubble would form in the liquid.
A common inclusion which you will find is
Chlorite(4). This is an Iron, Aluminum, or
something from the Magnesium Silicate Hydroxide group which form as a coating on a crystal

(5) Gold in Quartz
16 to 1 mine, Allegany, California
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Nipomo Agate (6) has Marcasite (7)plumes encased in clear agate. These prized agates were
found in the bean fields of Nipomo, Ca. Sadly,
the bean fields are now covered by condos, so
any examples of this agate you find are 15 years
or older.

Spider Quartz, is a newly discovered quartz from
Madagascar, and has Hollandite crystal inclusions within the quartz crystal which resemble
little spiders within the quartz.
Examples of dendric inclusions include dendritic
agate, flower stone, Indian agate, mocha pepple,
river agate, and the descriptively-named scenic
agate and tree agate, whose dendrites resemble
the landscape and trees.
Chalcedony is a mineral porous enough to accept dyes, along with various
layers of agate. Examples of these stones include emeraldine, false lapis and Swiss lapis.

(6) Sagenitic Agate,
Myrick Springs, California

Some of these close associations of the varieties
of silica suggest that quartz is an ultimate product of recrystallization which may take place after very long periods of time. Agate jasper, an
intermediate between jasper and chalcedony, a
close mixture, is often banded or veined. Examples include hemachate, hyaline quartz, jaspagate
and jasponyx.
Many fossils are preserved by silicification of
their soft parts, or of their calcareous shells and
bones. Particular names are given to fossil corals like beckite, beekite, coral agate, and petrified
honeycomb. Silicified wood also appears in chinarump.

(7) Marcasite in Quartz,
Nipomo, California
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DOOR PRIZES
Please note that we have instituted door prize drawings at our monthly meetings.
Because of Hawaii’s gambling laws, these drawings cannot be conducted in the
common “raffle” format where tickets are sold. Rather, each paid member attending
the meeting will receive a drawing ticket upon request. A voluntary donation of
$1.00 is requested and encouraged. Drawings will be conducted at the end of the
meeting with available prizes awarded in random order. You must be present to
win. Please remember: if you win a prize, please bring one to the next meeting.
This helps to keep our drawings going. Thank you.

W E H AVE A F ACEBOOK P AGE ! L ET ’ S GO LIKE IT !
HTTP :// WWW . FACEBOOK . COM / PAGES /R OCK- AND -M INERAL -S OCIETY - OF H AWAII /103902329673700? V= WALL & REF = SGM

M AHALO TO M ARKUS FOR ESTABLISHING OUR R OCK F ACE !

T HE M ETAPHYSICAL P ROPERTIES OF M ETALLIC M INERALS
B Y J ADE E MORY
Metaphysically, gold relates to the Sun in one's astrological birth chart, and silver relates to
the Moon in one's birth chart. Platinum relates to the soul and the Ascendant in one's
birth chart. All these metals have notable "medicine" powers. People who wear gold are
enhancing their male side and people who wear silver are enhancing their female side, regardless of their physical gender.
The first peoples of many lands identified the Creator as the Sun God, which provides
warmth, light and crops. Hence religious objects were often made out of gold. In many
cultures brides prefer gold for their wedding bands. Columbia, South America developed
a refined form of platinum 1500 years before Europeans discovered one. The Spanish
conquistadores did not appreciate platinum the way they did gold. Unfortunately, they
desecrated the gorgeous religious objects of the South American Native cultures and
melted down the gold.
A notable difference is in Japan, where the overwhelming majority of brides prefer platinum. Platinum dates back 3000 years, beginning in Egypt as far as we know. Archeologists found Egyptian gold pieces which contained traces of platinum. Even more thrilling
was that they uncovered a box dating to the 7th century B.C. made of gold and silver, balancing yang and yin, which also had a panel made of platinum. Ancient Egypt surely was
an evolved culture. European scientists finally became attentive to platinum in the mid
1700s, because its high melting point made progress difficult. Yet any sensitive person
wearing platinum can instantly feel the high vibration of platinum compared to gold or
silver.

P ARKING AT M AKIKI P ARK
Parking along Keeamoku St. starts at 5:30
After that, good luck because it drops off really fast!
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The Rock & Mineral Society
meets on the 4th Wednesday of
each month (except for adjusted
dates in November and December) at the Makiki District Park,
7:00 - 9:00 pm. Enter from
Keeaumoku Street. Parking is
free but limited.
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meetings and is distributed in
electronic format by email
(Adobe Acrobat PDF file attachment). Printed copies are
“snail” mailed to those who do
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format usually contains fullcolor images; the print version
may be limited to B&W due to
reproduction costs.
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